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Abstract
In TDD reciprocity-based massive MIMO it is essential to be able to compute the downlink precoding matrix over
all OFDM resource blocks within a small fraction of the uplink-downlink slot duration. For example, in the pioneering
work by Marzetta it is assumed that such precoding matrix can be computed within one OFDM symbol time interval.
Early implementation of massive MIMO are limited to the simple Conjugate Beamforming (ConjBF) precoding
method, because of such computation latency limitation. However, it has been widely demonstrated by theoretical
analysis and system simulation that Regularized Zero-Forcing (RZF) precoding is generally much more effective than
ConjBF for a large but practical number of transmit antennas. In order to recover a significant fraction of the gap
between ConjBF and RZF and yet meeting the very strict computation latency constraints, truncated polynomial
expansion (TPE) methods have been proposed. In this paper we present a novel TPE method that outperforms
all previously proposed methods in the general non-symmetric case of users with arbitrary antenna correlation. In
addition, the proposed method is significantly simpler and more flexible than previously proposed methods based on
deterministic equivalents and free probability in large random matrix theory. We consider power allocation with our
TPE approach, and show that classical system optimization problems such as min sum power and max-min rate can
be easily solved. Furthermore, we provide a detailed computation latency analysis specifically targeted to a highly
parallel FPGA hardware architecture. Overall, our proposed TPE method used jointly with clever scheduling that
arranges users in nearly mutually orthogonal groups is able to recover almost all performance gap with respect to
RZF with significantly smaller computation latency, well within the one LTE OFDM symbol as assumed in Marzetta’s
work.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO is a very promising candidate to increase the sum-rate (bits/s/Hz) performance of future
wireless networks by an order of magnitude compared to currently deployed cellular wireless systems [1].
Early works on massive MIMO proposed the use of maximum ratio transmission (MRT) in the downlink
(DL) and maximum ratio combining (MRC) in the uplink (UL), since these schemes have very low
precoder/detector complexity and can be easily distributed across different digital processing units [2].
It was quickly shown through theoretical analysis [3], [4] and experiments [5], that the regime of number
of BS antennas per user at which MRT/MRC do not suffer from a large performance gap with respect to
their more complex counterparts, namely, regularized zero-forcing (RZF) precoding for the DL and linear
Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE) detection for the UL, is unpractically large. As a matter of fact, in
order to exploit the full potential of massive MIMO in practice, RZF precoding and MMSE detection must
be implemented. These require the computation of matrix inverses of K ×K matrices, where K denotes
the number of single-antenna users to be served simultaneously by spatial multiplexing, in the same time-
frequency slot. Such matrix inverses must be calculated for each transmission resource block (RB) where the
channel matrix is constant over time and frequency. Furthermore, even though the physical channel coherence
time interval ∆tc and coherence frequency ∆Wc yield a fairly number of signal dimensions ≈ d∆tc×∆Wce
over which the channel matrix remains constant [6], in a practical situation where the set of K active users
is scheduled according to some dynamic scheduling algorithm operating with fast slot granularity, the set of
users changes (due to scheduling) from slot to slot. Therefore, a new precoding matrix must be calculated
for each scheduling slot, at a rate that may be significantly faster than the physical channel coherence. For
concreteness, consider a massive MIMO BS serving a cell with a total of 100 connected users. Suppose
that the BS has M = 128 antennas and serves up to K = 20 users simultaneously, by allocating the whole
bandwidth in time division, and scheduling over groups of 20 users. Typical values for the channel coherence
time and bandwidth are ∆tc = 10 ms and ∆Wc = 100 kHz [6], yielding a coherence block of ≈ 1000
signal dimensions. However, in LTE [7] the scheduler may operate with the granularity of a single RB,
spanning 12 subcarriers in frequency and 14 OFDM symbols in time, for a total of 168 signal dimensions.
With LTE numerology, subcarriers are spaced by 15 kHz and OFDM symbols have duration 66.7 µs, such
that the RB has duration of about 1 ms. It would be of course completely impractical to pre-calculate the
precoding matrix for all possible
(
100
20
)
scheduled users combinations. Therefore, the precoding matrix must
be recomputed at each RB period for current the set of scheduled users, despite the fact that their physical
channel matrix may change significantly more slowly.
3It is therefore apparent that achieving a large fraction of the precoding (resp., detection) gain of RFZ
precoding (resp., MMSE detection) with low time complexity, such that the computation can be executed
in a small fraction of the RB period, is a key feature of any massive MIMO precoding algorithm. We
stress here the role of time complexity instead of the traditional Flops count for the following reason. With
the advent of highly integrated and energy efficient Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology,
to be used specifically in the BS, we find more appropriate to measure algorithm complexity in terms of
execution time, rather than in terms of Flops. This is because the number of Flops is quite immaterial, given
the fact that modern FPGAs can support a very large number of DSP blocks for the parallel computation of
additions and multiplications. In contrast, the suitability of algorithms to be highly parallelized plays a key
role in determining whether they can meet the strict computation deadlines necessary for massive MIMO.
In this work we present novel a precoding method for massive MIMO DL that achieves a competitive
tradeoff between performance and time complexity. The proposed method approximates the precoding matrix
by a truncated matrix polynomial expansion (TPE) with coefficients that can be easily pre-computed using
asymptotic random matrix theory and depend only on the statistics of the user channels. The TPE coefficients
are obtained by first solving the dual UL problem and then using the dual UL detectors as DL precoding
vectors via UL-DL duality [8]. This also means that the TPE solution presented here can be reused for the
complexity reduction of the detector in the uplink, although this aspect is not explicitly addressed in this
paper.
The TPE approach was widely studied in the late 90s and early 2000s (see [9], [10] and references therein)
to obtain efficient detectors for direct-sequence CDMA systems with long spreading codes. In the context
of massive MIMO, [11] proposed a TPE precoding design using UL-DL duality (as in the present paper),
assuming isotropically distributed user channel vectors, i.e., such that each vector is formed by Gaussian
i.i.d. zero-mean elements, and users may differ by their pathloss. In this case, the dual UL TPE detector
was designed to minimize the sum-MSE. Thanks to the isotropic statistics of the channel vectors, results
from free probability led a simple method to compute the asymptotic TPE coefficients. A bit later, the
work [12] considered transmit antenna correlation and measurement errors in the channel vectors. In [12] a
completely symmetric scenario is considered, where all users have the same channel statistics. Therefore,
a single set of TPE coefficients is optimized to maximize sum rate, directly for the DL. Further, the work
[13] considered a TPE detector for the UL while assuming different covariance matrices for the users (and
thus also different path losses) and calculated the TPE coefficients that minimize the sum-MSE. Finally, the
work [14] considered a non-symmetric DL situation where users can have different antenna correlations, and
4optimized the TPE coefficients directly for the DL. As such, a single set of TPE coefficients is optimized
for all users. Since optimizing the sum rate yields an intractable non-convex problem, in [14] a max-min
approach is considered, where the TPE coefficients is optimized in order to maximize the minimum user
rate. In summary, while the TPE based on large random matrix theory approach is well-known, previous
works have some shortcomings. On one hand, the approach in [11] obtains simple and easily computable
expressions, but must assume isotropic user channels in order to apply the machinery of free probability. On
the other hand, the approach in [14] handle fully general channel correlations, but needs a very complicated
method to compute the asymptotic expressions (namely, a system of coupled matrix fixed-point equations
that must be solved iteratively) and in addition can handle only one set of TPE coefficients optimized
according to the max-min rate criterion.
The TPE precoder presented in this paper overcomes the above shortcomings. Our method handles
arbitrary user channel correlations subject to a simplifying approximation, which is generally well satisfied
when the BS is quipped with a large Uniform Linear Array (ULA). Thanks to this simplifying assumption,
the asymptotic expressions appearing in the TPE coefficients optimization can be computed with very low
complexity. Furthermore, by addressing the TPE optimization for the dual UL, we can optimize an individual
set of TPE coefficients for each user. Also, we shall show that classical optimal power allocation problems
can be easily solved for our proposed TPE precoder. As an example, we explicitly address the max-min
user rate with respect to power allocation. Another original contribution of our work is a very detailed
time complexity analysis of the proposed TPE precoder, compared with classical RZF precoding, whose
hardware implementation has been explicitly addressed in [15], [16]. Our analysis specifically addresses
the time complexity in the case of an FPGA implementation and reveals that TPE precoding can be more
heavily parallelized in digital hardware than other state-of-the art matrix inversion methods. Thus, it can
accommodate significantly stricter computation deadlines arising from fast time-selective channels (small
coherence block) or fast dynamic scheduling, as discussed above.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we define the TPE optimization problem at hand. In
Section III the efficient computation of the beamforming vectors is presented. Section IV develops the
asymptotic expression for the TPE coefficient computation using results from large random matrix theory.
Section V deals with optimal power allocation with TPE precoding. In Section VI we present the time-
complexity analysis and comparison with respect to matrix inversion. Section VII presents some performance
results, and notably a comparison with respect to the previously proposed TPE methods. Finally, in Section
VIII we point out some concluding remarks.
5II. OPTIMAL TPE PRECODING
A. Channel model and UL-DL duality
Consider a narrow-band block-fading MU-MIMO system with a BS with M antennas and K single-
antenna user equipments (UEs) with M  K. We model a generic channel use of the complex baseband
uplink (UL) channel at the BS receiver as
y˜ = H˜x˜ + z˜, (1)
where x˜ = (x˜1, . . . , x˜K)T is the vector of user transmitted complex modulation symbols, the channel matrix
H˜ ∈ CM×K has columns h˜k corresponding to the user channel vectors between the transmit antenna of
UE k and the M receive BS antennas, and where z˜ ∼ CN (0, N0IM) is a vector of AWGN samples at the
BS baseband antenna ports. We assume arbitrary UL transmit power (to be optimized later), indicated by
E[|x˜k|2] = p˜k, for k : [1 : K], with assigned sum power
∑K
k=1 p˜k = P . For the sake of normalization of the
channel coefficients, it is convenient to define the transmit Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) as SNR = P/N0,
extract the common term SNR/K, and define the normalized power allocation coefficients pk, such that the
channel model in (1) can be rewritten in the equivalent form
y = Hx +
√
νz, (2)
where H = [h1, . . . ,hK ] = 1√M H˜, the k-th column hk of H is referred to as the (normalized) k-th user
channel vector, β = K/M is the spatial loading factor (number of users per antenna), ν = β/SNR is the
the per-component noise variance, z ∼ CN (0, IM), and where we define the power allocation coefficients
given by E[|xk|2] = pk ≥ 0, for k ∈ [1 : K], with the sum-power constraint
∑K
k=1 pk = K.
The dual DL channel corresponding to (2) is given by
ydl = HHVs +
√
νzdl, (3)
where zdl ∼ CN (0, IK), V ∈ CM×K is the DL precoding matrix, s = (s1, . . . , sK)T is the vector of user data
symbols, and ydl = (ydl1 , . . . , y
dl
K)
T is the corresponding vector of received observations at the UE receivers,
such that sk and ydlk are the desired data symbol and the receiver observation for UE k, respectively. In
practice, the two channels (2) and (3) may correspond to the UL and DL of an actual system with channel
reciprocity, which can be achieved in TDD when the UL and DL slots span the same channel coherence
interval (e.g., see [2], [5]). Even if the the channels in (2) and (3) do not correspond to an actual reciprocal
scenario, given the DL (3) we can always consider its dual UL in (2), whether this corresponds to an actual
physical channel or not. The important point here is that it is much easier to run system optimization for the
6UL model (2) and then translate the results to the DL model (3). This translation follows from the general
UL-DL duality result proved in [8]. This is summarized by the following theorem, included for the sake of
completeness and since it is useful to state the result in a consistent notation. The details of UL-DL duality
is included, for the sake of completeness, in Appendix B.
Theorem 1: Consider the UL channel model (2) with a set of linear receiver vectors v1, . . . ,vK with unit
norm, such that the observation for user k data stream is given by
x̂k = v
H
k y = v
H
k hkxk +
∑
j 6=k
vHk hjxj +
√
νvHk z, (4)
yielding the Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR)
SINRk =
|vHk hk|2pk
vHk
(∑
j 6=k pjhjh
H
j + νIM
)
vk
. (5)
Let V = [v1, . . . ,vK ] be the precoding matrix for the dual DL channel (3) such that
ydlk = h
H
kvksk +
∑
j 6=k
hHkvjsj +
√
νzdlk , (6)
with powers qk = E[|sk|2] and resulting DL SINR
SINRdlk =
|hHkvk|2qk
ν +
∑
j 6=k |hHkvj|2qj
. (7)
Then, there exists a set of DL powers {q1, . . . , qK} with
∑
k qk =
∑
k pk such that SINR
dl
k = SINRk for all
k = 1, . . . , K. 
Moreover, it is very easy to compute the DL powers {qk} from the UL powers {pk}, as shown in [8]
(details are omitted for brevity).
B. Optimal TPE coefficients
In virtue of the UL-DL duality in Theorem 1 we can just focus on the optimization of the receiver vectors
for the UL model (2). A convenient form of the linear detector that maximizes the SINR for each UE k is
obtained by first producing the spatial matched filter output
r = HHHx +
√
νHHz, (8)
and then applying MMSE estimation of the data symbols on r. We define the Gram matrix of the channel
vectors G = HHH ∈ CK×K , such that the covariance matrix1 of r is given by
E[rrH] = GPG + νG. (9)
1All statistics for signal detection are conditional on the knowledge of the channel matrix H, which is assumed to be known to the receiver.
7The MMSE linear estimator of xk from r is given by
xˆk = E[xkrH]
(
E[rrH]
)−1
r
= pkg
H
k (GPG + νG)
−1 HHy, (10)
where gk = HHhk is the k-th column of G. The resulting SINR is invariant to any (non-zero) scaling of
the receiver vectors. In particular, we choose the SINR-maximizing receiver vector
voptk = H (GPG + νG)
−1 gk. (11)
The resulting SINR is obtained by replacing vk = v
opt
k in (5), yielding
SINRoptk =
vHk hkh
H
kvkpk
vHk (HPH
H + νI) vk − vHk hkhHkvkpk
∣∣∣∣
vk=v
opt
k
(12)
=
gHk (GPG + νG)
−1 gkpk
1− gHk (GPG + νG)−1 gkpk
. (13)
Following the TPE approach, we wish to replace the matrix inverse in (11) with a low-degree matrix
polynomial. To this purpose, we define the TPE UL receiver vector for UE k in the form
vtpek = H
J∑
l=0
wk,l(PG)
lek, (14)
where ek is the k-th column of the K ×K identity matrix, and where {wk,l} are weights to be optimized
in order to maximize the SINR of UE k.
Replacing vk = v
tpe
k in (5), after some lengthy but somehow trivial algebra (omitted for the sake of
brevity), we can write the resulting SINR in the form
SINRtpek =
wTk aka
T
kwk
wTk (Bk + νCk − akaTk )wk
, (15)
where the coefficients ak = (ak,0, . . . , ak,J)T ∈ C(J+1)×1, Bk = {Bk,l,l′ : (l, l′) ∈ [0 : J ] × [0 : J ]} ∈
C(J+1)×(J+1), and Ck = {Cl,l′ : (l, l′) ∈ [0 : J ]× [0 : J ]} ∈ C(J+1)×(J+1) are given respectively by
ak,l = h¯
H
k Γ¯
l
h¯k, (16a)
Bk,l,l′ = h¯
H
k Γ¯
l+l′+1
h¯k, (16b)
Ck,l,l′ = h¯
H
k Γ¯
l+l′
h¯k, (16c)
we define the scaled channel matrix incorporating the power allocation coefficients as H¯ = HP1/2 with
k-th column h¯k, and we define Γ¯ = H¯H¯H = HPHH.
8We notice that (15) is a generalized Rayleigh quotient with positive semidefinite matrices akaTk and Bk +
νCk−akaTk , and that the latter is strictly positive definite.2 By the Courant-Fischer max-min principle [17],
the maximum of (15) is achieved by the maximum generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (akaTk ,Bk +
νCk − akaTk ), i.e., the maximum value λ for which there exists a vector wk such that
aka
T
kwk = λ(Bk + νCk − akaTk )wk
Since (Bk + νCk − akaTk ) is invertible and akaTk has rank 1, there is a single non-zero eigenvector (which
therefore must be the maximum), readily obtained by letting
wk = (Bk + νCk − akaTk )−1ak = αk(Bk + νCk)−1ak, (17)
where the second equality follows form the matrix inversion lemma with αk = (1−aTk (Bk + νCk)−1ak)−1.
Since the optimal coefficients are defined up to a non-zero scaling, we choose the solution that imposes
unit-norm precoding vectors vtpek . This has also the advantage that these unit-norm vectors yield immediately
the precoding vector for the DL, via UL-DL duality. To this purpose, using (14) we obtain
‖vk‖2 = p−1k wTkCkwk, (18)
where Ck is defined in (16c). Replacing (17) into (18) and imposing the unit-norm condition ‖vtpek ‖2 = 1
we obtain the normalization coefficient
α∗k =
√
pk
aTk (Bk + νCk)
−1Ck(Bk + νCk)−1ak
. (19)
The resulting normalized optimal TPE coefficients are eventually given by w∗k = α
∗
k(Bk + νCk)
−1ak.
Replacing this into (15) we obtain the resulting optimal SINR with TPE detection in the form
SINRtpek = λmax(ak,Bk,Ck) =
aTk (Bk + νCk)
−1ak
1− aTk (Bk + νCk)−1ak
. (20)
III. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF THE BEAMFORMING VECTORS
We wish to compute vtpek given in (14) for all k = 1, . . . , K. We recall Horner’s rule for the efficient
evaluation of a polynomial at a given argument. Let p(x) = p0 + p1x+ p2x2 + · · ·+ pJxJ . Equivalently, we
can write
p(x) = p0 + x(p1 + x(p2 + · · ·x(pJ−1 + pJx)) · · · ). (21)
2If the denominator was not strictly positive definite, one could achieve infinite capacity in the presence of white AWGN with non-zero
variance and finite transmit power, which is obviously impossible.
9This yields the recursive computation method: let bJ = pJ , then, for n = J − 1, . . . , 0 let bn = pn + bn+1x.
It follows that b0 = p(x). Using Horner’s rule, we first focus on the computation of the matrix polynomial∑J
l=0wk,l(PG)
lek. Define v
(J)
k = wk,Jek and let
v
(n)
k = wk,nek + PGv
(n+1)
k
for n = J − 1, J − 2, . . . , 0. It is easily shown that v(0)k =
∑J
l=0wk,l(PG)
lek. Now, we can replicate the
computation for all UEs k = 1, . . . , K in parallel by defining W(l) = diag(w1,l, . . . , wK,l), initializing
V(J) = [w1,Je1, . . . , wK,JeK ] = W
(J)
and letting
V(n) = W(n) + PGV(n+1), n = J − 1, J − 2, . . . , 0. (22)
Finally, the matrix Vtpe = [vtpe1 , . . . ,v
tpe
K ] of desired beamforming vectors is obtained as
Vtpe = HV(0). (23)
In classical massive MIMO [2], the channel matrix H is estimated at the BS from UL pilot symbols,
exploiting TDD reciprocity. In practice, the channel matrix H remains constant for a block of T ≈ d∆tc ×
∆Wce channel uses in the time-frequency plane, as discussed in Section I. However, while T may be quite
large, due to dynamic scheduling a new precoding matrix must be calculated at each new scheduling slot,
the period of which may be significantly faster than the physical channel coherence time. This means that
the computation of the DL precoding matrix must be accomplished in a very short time. For example, in
[2] is it assumed that the UL slot and the DL slot are separated by a guard interval of one OFDM symbol
(66.7 µs in LTE), necessary to calculate the DL beamforming vectors from the UL pilot observations.
We remark here that there exists a method of directly calculating the precoded transmit signal vectors using
TPE [12] which is discussed in appendix D. We further show in appendix D that assuming LTE system
parameters TPE precoding matrix pre-calculation according to (23) and subsequent classical precoding
outperforms the direct calculation variant in terms of computational latency.
Notice that V(0) in (23) is a K × K matrix, and the calculation of the regularized zero-forcing (RZF)
precoder (DL) consist also of the multiplication of the M×K matrix H times a K×K inverse matrix. Hence,
the complexity comparison between the proposed TPE method and the standard RFZ precoder reduces to
comparing the computational complexity of the direct calculation of a K × K inverse versus the matrix
polynomial V(0). In Section VI we provide a detailed comparison of the TPE computation latency with
respect to the state-of-the-art method for direct inverse matrix computation.
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IV. TPE COEFFICIENTS IN THE LARGE-SYSTEM LIMIT
The goal of this section is finding expressions for the coefficients ak, Bk, and Ck appearing in (17). For
finite M and K, such coefficients are random and depend on the channel matrix H¯. If the coefficients were
calculated from their finite-dimensional expressions (16a), (16b), and (16c), the TPE method would not
achieve any computational gain with respect to direct matrix inversion. However, following the approach
widely advocated in the literature (see Section I), we exploit the fact that in the large-system limit M,K →
∞, with fixed ratio K
M
→ β, the coefficients converge with probability 1 to deterministic quantities that can
be computed only from the statistics of the channel matrix H¯ but do not depend on its actual realization.
Due to dynamic scheduling and the fact that the users have different channel statistics (in particular, different
channel vector covariance matrix), the coefficients must be computed “on-the-fly” for each scheduling slot.
Hence, it is very important that the coefficients can be computed with low complexity. Notice that the
methods based on “deterministic equivalents” used in [14], [18]–[20] involve very complicated systems
of coupled matrix fixed-point equations that must be solved iteratively, and whose complexity makes the
TPE methods proposed in these works completely unsuitable for practical purposes. In contrast, here we
develop very simple expressions that require no matrix fixed-point iterations, and whose complexity is indeed
negligible with respect to the complexity of the beamforming vectors computation itself.
A detailed derivation of the physical propagation channel that motivates and justifies the channel cor-
relation model used in our paper is provided in Appendix A. The user channel vectors hk are mutually
independent since the users are typically separated in space by several wavelengths. However, each user
channel is a correlated Gaussian vector, with covariance matrix Rk = E[h˜kh˜Hk ] that depends on the user-
specific propagation environment. We develop our approach under the assumption that the BS has an ULA
with a large number M of antennas. When the BS has a Uniform Linear Array (ULA), the channel covariance
matrix Rk is Toeplitz. In order to obtain simple expressions for the computation of (16a) – (16c) in the
asymptotic regime of large M and K, we wish that all user covariance matrices have the same eigenvectors.
To this purpose, we consider the circulant approximation of the Toeplitz channel covariance matrices, defined
as follows. Let r(k)m = [Rk]`,`−m, for ` = 0, . . . ,M − 1 and m = 0, . . . , `, denote the (`, `−m)-th element
of Rk. The circulant approximation of Rk is the matrix
◦
Rk whose first column has elements [
◦
R]k,m =
◦
r
(k)
m
for m = 0, . . .M − 1, defined by
◦
r
(k)
m =
 r
(k)
0 for m = 0
r
(k)
m + r
(k)
m−M for m = 1, . . . ,M − 1
(24)
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Letting F denote the M ×M unitary DFT matrix (see Appendix A), we have that
◦
Rk = F
◦
ΛkF
H, where for
large M , by Szego’s Theorem (see [21] and references therein),
◦
Λk → Λk in the sense that the eigenvalue
empirical cumulative distribution function of
◦
Λk converges pointwise almost everywhere to that of Λk.
Hence, we shall calculate the asymptotic TPE coefficients for the approximated channel statistics where
the true covariance matrices Rk are replaced by their circulant approximations
◦
Rk. For such approximated
statistics, all user channel covariance matrices have exactly the same set of eigenvectors, given by the
columns of F, and the error incurred in the corresponding eigenvalues vanishes as M →∞.
We define the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix H = [h1, . . . ,hK ] with independent elements ∼ CN (0, 1/M), and
the channel coefficient variances (including the power allocation coefficients as part of the channel) as
Dm,k =
◦
Λ
(k)
m pk, (25)
where
◦
Λ
(k)
m is the m-th diagonal element of
◦
Λk, for m = 0, . . . ,M − 1. Hence, the channel matrix
approximated statistics is given by
H¯ = F(HD), (26)
where D ∈ RM×K+ has elements
√
Dm,k and where  denotes Hadamard product (elementwise product).
A. J-step recursive formula
Define the large-system limits of the coefficients in (16a), (16b), and (16c) as
a∞k,l = lim
M→∞
h¯Hk Γ¯
l
kh¯k, (27a)
B∞k,l,l′ = lim
M→∞
h¯Hk Γ¯
l+l′+1
k h¯k (27b)
C∞k,l,l′ = lim
M→∞
h¯Hk Γ¯
l+l′
k h¯k. (27c)
The limits (27a) - (27c) are all special cases of the limit
ρ∞k,`
∆
= lim
M→∞
h¯Hk Γ¯
`
h¯k, (28)
for ` ∈ Z+. The main difficulty of computing ρ∞k,` consists of the fact that the channel vector h¯k appears
also inside the matrix Γ¯, thus creating a dependency between the terms of the quadratic form h¯Hk Γ¯
`
h¯k. We
circumvent this problem by establishing a J-step recursive formula that yields ρ∞k,0, . . . , ρ
∞
k,J in terms of the
sequence γ∞k,0, . . . , γ
∞
k,J , with
γ∞k,`
∆
= lim
M→∞
h¯Hk Γ¯
`
kh¯k, (29)
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where Γ¯k =
∑
j 6=k h¯jh¯
H
j = H¯kH¯
H
k , and where H¯k
∆
= [h¯1, . . . , h¯k−1, h¯k+1, . . . , h¯K ] does not contain h¯k.
A closed-form expression (up to definite integrals) for γ∞k,` is provided later in Section IV-B. The relation
between ρ∞k,` and γ
∞
k,` is obtained by taking the limit for M →∞ in the following finite-dimensional result:
Lemma 1: For any finite M,K and given matrix H¯, the quadratic forms ρk,` = h¯Hk Γ¯
`
h¯k and γk,` = h¯Hk Γ¯
`
kh¯k
are related by
ρk,` = γk,` +
∑`
i=1
γk,`−iρk,i−1, (30)
Proof: We write
ρk,` = h¯
H
k Γ¯
`−1 (
Γ¯k + h¯kh¯
H
k
)
h¯k
= h¯Hk Γ¯
`−1
Γ¯kh¯k + ‖h¯k‖2ρk,`−1
= h¯Hk Γ¯
`−1
Γ¯kh¯k + γk,0ρk,`−1 (31)
where we used the fact that γk,0 = ρk,0 = ‖h¯k‖2. Let’s focus on the first term in (31). We have
h¯Hk Γ¯
`−1
Γ¯kh¯k = h¯
H
k Γ¯
`−2 (
Γ¯k + h¯kh¯
H
k
)
Γ¯kh¯k
= h¯Hk Γ¯
`−2
Γ¯
2
kh¯k + h¯
H
k Γ¯kh¯kh¯
H
k Γ¯
`−2
h¯k
= h¯Hk Γ¯
`−2
Γ¯
2
kh¯k + γk,1ρk,`−2 (32)
We can apply again same decomposition to the first term in (32), obtaining
h¯Hk Γ¯
`−2
Γ¯
2
kh¯k = h¯
H
k Γ¯
`−3
Γ¯
3
kh¯k + γk,2ρk,`−3. (33)
This is repeated such that at the `-th step the residual term reduces to γk,`. Putting all terms together, we
arrive at (30). 
B. Computation of γ∞k,`
We recall here the definition of variance profile [22, Def. 2.16]:
Definition 1: For a random matrix of the type (26) with uniformly bounded elements Dm,k, the variance
profile vM : [0, 1)× [0, 1)→ R+ is the piecewise constant function
vM(x, y) = Dm,k,
m− 1
M
≤ x < m
M
,
k − 1
K
≤ y < k
K
. (34)
Whenever vM(x, y) converges uniformly to a limiting bounded measurable function v(x, y), this limit is
referred to as the asymptotic variance profile of H¯. ♦
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An expression for γ∞k,` is established by the following result, which follows as a rather immediate corollary
of [22, Th. 2.56]:
Theorem 2: Consider an M×K matrix H¯ defined as in (26). Assume that, as M,K →∞, the asymptotic
variance profile v(x, y) exists. The limit of the quadratic form γ∞k,` defined in (29) converges almost surely
to the function
γ∞` (y) =
∫ 1
0
ξ`(x)v(x, y)dx, y ∈ [0, 1) (35)
calculated at k−1
K
≤ y < k
K
, where the function ξ`(x) is given by ξ0(x) = 1 for ` = 0, and for ` ≥ 1 through
the recursion
ξ`(x) = βξ`−1(x)
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)dy
+β
`−1∑
j=1
ξj−1(x)
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)
`−j∑
i=1
∑
n
(i)
1 +···+n(i)i =`−j
i∏
µ=1
[∫ 1
0
v(x′, y)ξ
n
(i)
µ −1(x
′)dx′
]
dy. (36)
Furthermore, the asymptotic moments of H¯ are given by
lim
M→∞
1
M
tr
((
H¯H¯H
)`)
=
∫ 1
0
ξ`(x)dx (37)

Remark 1: The notation
∑`−j
i=1
∑
n
(i)
1 +···+n(i)i =`−j
indicate the sum over all possible ordered integer partitions
of the integer `− j,. For 1 ≤ i ≤ `− j, the ordered integer partitions of order i of the integer `− j are the
distinct ordered sets {n(i)1 , . . . , n(i)i } of strictly positive integers such that n(i)1 + · · ·+ n(i)i = `− j. ♦
Finite dimensional approximation: In practice, in order to compute γ∞k,` defined in (29) we use a
discretized form of Theorem 2. Namely, for sufficiently large M,K, we can use the approximation
v(x, y) ≈ Dm,k, x = m
M
, y =
k
K
for m = 0, . . . ,M − 1 and k = 0, . . . , K − 1, such that (35) yields
γ∞k,` ≈
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
ξ`
(m
M
)
Dm,k, (38)
where for m = 0, . . . ,M − 1 we have
ξ`
(m
M
)
= βξ`−1
(m
M
) 1
K
K−1∑
k=0
Dm,k
+β
`−1∑
j=1
ξj−1
(m
M
) 1
K
K−1∑
k=0
Dm,k
`−j∑
i=1
∑
n
(i)
1 +···+n(i)i =`−j
i∏
µ=1
[
1
M
M−1∑
m′=0
Dm′,kξn(i)µ −1
(
m′
M
)]
(39)
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Example 1: For the sake of clarity, let’s write explicitly the recursive calculation in Theorem 2 in the
case ` = 3. We start by calculating ξ1(x). From (36), this is given by
ξ1(x) = βξ0(x)
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)dy = β
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)dy. (40)
Next, we use again (36) to calculate ξ2(x). This is given by the sum of two terms for j = 1, 2 in the outer
sum. We have
ξ2(x) = β
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)
(∫ 1
0
v(x′, y)dx′
)
dy + βξ1(x)
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)dy (41)
where we used the fact that for j = 1 and ` = 2 there is only one unique integer partition of the integer
`− j = 1 formed by n(1)1 = 1.
Finally, ξ3(x) is given by the sum of three terms for j = 1, 2, 3 in the outer sum. We have
ξ3(x) = β
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)
[∫ 1
0
v(x′, y)ξ1(x′)dx′ +
(∫ 1
0
v(x′, y)dx′
)2]
dy
+βξ1(x)
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)
(∫ 1
0
v(x′, y)dx′
)
dy
+βξ2(x)
∫ 1
0
v(x, y)dy (42)
where we used the fact that for j = 1 and ` = 3 there are two unique integer partitions of the integer
`− j = 2, namely the partition of order 1, n(1)1 = 2, and the partition of order 2, n(2)1 = 1, n(2)2 = 1.
Particularizing the above formulas for the case of v(x, y) = 1, i.e., the case where H¯ is i.i.d., we find
ξ0(x) = 1 (43a)
ξ1(x) = β (43b)
ξ2(x) = β + β
2 (43c)
ξ3(x) = β + 3β
2 + β3 (43d)
As expected, for this i.i.d. example the obtained expressions coincide with the first moments of the Marcenko-
Pastur distribution, the general expression of which is given by [22]
E[ξ`(X)] =
1
`
∑`
i=1
(
`
i
)(
`
i− 1
)
βi (44)
♦
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V. POWER ALLOCATION WITH TPE PRECODING
In this section we consider canonical power allocation problems applied to the case of linear TPE
precoding. Using UL-DL duality it is convenient to formulate the power allocation for the dual UL channel,
and then translate the result into the corresponding DL power allocation and precoding vectors. In general,
since the optimal TPE coefficients {wk} in (17) depend on the power allocation through the large-system
limit coefficients ak,Bk and Ck, which in turn depend on the power allocation matrix P via the weighting
matrix D in (25) - (26), it follows that the optimization of the powers yields also the corresponding optimal
TPE coefficients.
A. Conventional power control
In this case, the power of each UE is allocated in order to undo the effect of its corresponding large-
scale pathloss (including a distance-dependent attenuation and possibly log-normal shadowing). The large-
scale pathloss coefficient (also referred to as “channel strength”) is given by Ak = 1M tr(Rk). Hence, the
conventional power control allocates the UL powers according to
pk =
1
Ak
(
1
K
K∑
j=1
1
Aj
)−1
, (45)
where it is easily checked that the constraint
∑K
k=1 pk = K is satisfied.
B. Minimum power for assigned target SINRs
The classical min-power problem can be written as [23]
minimize
K∑
k=1
pk (46a)
subject to SINRtpek ≥ SINRk, ∀ k, (46b)
where {SINRk} are given individual SINRs guarantees. Problem (46) can be solved by the iterative Yates-
Foschini-Milianic algorithm [23], [24] thanks to the following result:
Lemma 2: The function of the power allocation vector p = (p1, . . . , pK)T given by
Ik(p) =
pkSINRk
λmax(ak,Bk,Ck)
, (47)
where λmax(ak,Bk,Ck) is given in (20) is a standard interference function in the sense of [23].
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Proof. Let vtpek denote the TPE unit-norm receiving vector for user k with optimized weights for given
power allocation p. Then, by construction we have (see (12))
λmax(ak,Bk,Ck) = pk
|(vtpek )Hhk|2∑
j 6=k |(vtpek )Hhj|2pj + ν
= pkµk(p)
with µk(p)
∆
= λmax(ak,Bk,Ck)/pk, so that we can write Ik(p) = SINRk/µk(p). Next, we shall check that
Ik(p) satisfies the definition of standard interference function given in [23], i.e., it satisfies the following
conditions: 
Ik(0) ≥ 0 positivity
Ik(p
′) ≥ Ik(p) if p′ ≥ p monotonicity
αIk(p) > Ik(αp) ∀ α > 1 scalability
Positivity and monotonicity are immediate. In order to prove scalability, we notice that scaling all powers
by a factor α > 1 is equivalent to replace the noise variance ν with ν/α. Let v(α)k denote the optimized TPE
receiver for noise variance ν/α and powers p. Since by construction this maximizes the SINR, we have
µk(αp) =
SINRk
Ik(αp)
=
|(v(α)k )Hhk|2∑
j 6=k |(v(α)k )Hhj|2pj + να
≥ |(v
(1)
k )
Hhk|2∑
j 6=k |(v(1)k )Hhj|2pj + να
≥ |(v
(1)
k )
Hhk|2∑
j 6=k |(v(1)k )Hhj|2pj + ν
=
SINRk
Ik(p)
>
SINRk
αIk(p)
(48)
where the strict inequality in (48) follows from the fact that α > 1. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2 and of the theory developed in [23], we have that if (46) is feasible, then
the component-wise minimum power vector supporting the individual SINR guarantees {SINRk} is obtained
by the unique fixed point of the recursion
p
(t+1)
k = Ik(p
(t)), t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (49)
with p(0) = 1 for some small  > 0. In contrast, if (46) is unfeasible, then some components of the vector
p(t) will grow unbounded as t→∞. In the large system limit, we shall use the asymptotic expressions (27)
in the power control recursion (49), such that the resulting power allocation coefficients p do not depend
on the instantaneous realization of the channel matrix, but only on its statistics. This is in line with the fact
that in massive MIMO we have a channel hardening effect, such that it is not worthwhile to allocate the
power according to the fluctuations of the small-scale fading [2], [4], [25].
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C. Max-Min SINR
A classical “hard-fairness” network optimization consists of maximizing the minimum user rate, which
in our context is equivalent to maximizing the minimum SINR (e.g., see [14]). The optimization problem
can be written as
maximize ξ
subject to SINRtpek ≥ ξ, ∀ k (50a)
K∑
k=1
pk = K, pk ≥ 0. (50b)
This can be solved by a two level-approach, where the outer optimization consists of a simple line search
(e.g., by bi-section) over the parameter ξ, and in the inner problem (for fixed ξ) consists of solving (46)
with the common SINR guarantee SINRk = ξ for all k. In the bisection line search, we shall increase
or decrease the value of ξ until the resulting minimum sum power to support target SINRs equal to ξ
satisfies the constraint
∑K
k=1 pk = K within a prescribed tolerance. In order to perform the bisection search
we need a range for ξ. A trivial lower bound is ξ = 0, while an immediate upper bound is given by
ξmax = SNRmaxk tr(Rk). Hence, the bisection search can be initialized with search interval [0, ξmax].
D. Sum-Rate maximization
The maximization of a weighted sum of instantaneous rates is at the core of a whole class of optimal
scheduling schemes solving the general Network Utility Maximization (NUM) problem
maximize U(R) (51a)
subject to R ∈ R(SNR) (51b)
where R(SNR) denotes the ergodic achievable rate region of the system, and where U( · ) is a general
concave non-decreasing function of the ergodic rates. In fact, it can be shown (e.g., see [26] and references
therein) that the NUM problem (51a) can be solved to any degree of accuracy by the following “on-line”
scheduling algorithm based on the idea of “virtual queues”. The virtual queue algorithm works as follows.
Each user is associated to a virtual queue with backlog Qk(t) at slot time t. These are initialized to some
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suitable non-negative value Qk(0) at time 0. Then, at each slot time t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the algorithm calculates
the instantaneous rates as the solution of the maximum weighted sum rate (MWSR):
maximize
K∑
k=1
Qk(t) log(1 + SINRk(t)) (52a)
subject to
K∑
k=1
pk = K, pk ≥ 0 ∀ k (52b)
where SINRk(t) denotes the SINR of user k for the fading state H = H(t) at time t, and then updates the
virtual queue backlogs according to
Qk(t+ 1) = [Qk(t)−Rk(t) +Bk(t)]+ , (53)
where Rk(t) = log(1+SINRk(t)) denotes the instantaneous rate of user k at slot t resulting from the solution
of (52a) and where {Bk(t) : k = 1, . . . , K} is the solution of the optimization problem
maximize V U(b)−
K∑
k=1
Qk(t)bk (54a)
subject to bk ∈ [0, Bmax] ∀ k. (54b)
Standard results in stochastic optimization show that when the channel state process H(t) is stationary and
ergodic, by choosing Bmax large enough such that R(SNR) ⊆ [0, Bmax]K , the time-averaged rates
Rk = lim
t→∞
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
Rk(τ)
generated by this algorithm approach the optimal solution of (51a) by less than a per-component additive
gap that decreases as O(1/V ). Hence, by making the parameter V sufficiently large, we can approach the
optimum point for any network utility function. For example, a popular and widely used class of network
utility functions is given by the so-called α-fairness functions given in [27] which include U(R) =
∑
k logRk
(proportional fairness) and U(R) = mink Rk (max-min throughput fairness). The solution of (54a) is usually
very simple since this is a convex problem and for most common network utility functions its solution can be
given in closed from. Instead, the solution of the MWSR problem (52a) is generally difficult. In particular,
for multiuser MIMO channels with linear receivers (UL) or linear precoding (DL), the MWSR problem is
non-convex and generally there exist no known method to solve it exactly and efficiently. In our case, the
problem is further complicated by the fact that we restrict the receivers/precoders to be the class of TPE
defined before.
Hence, we shall address the MWSR problem (52a) by powerful heuristics. First of all, since we focus
on massive MIMO, it is reasonable to assume that the SINR achieved by any user with optimized TPE
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coefficients is significantly larger than 1. Hence, we shall approximate log(1 + SINRk) ≈ log SINRk. For
a given set of weights {Qk}, we shall maximize
∑M
k=1Qk log SINRk by fixing the TPE coefficients, and
optimizing with respect to the power allocation vector p, and then re-calculating the TPE coefficients for
the new power allocation vector according to (17). The optimization of pk for fixed {wk} is obtained using
the Geometric Programming approach (e.g., see [28]). In particular, for fixed receiver vectors {vk} define
φk,j = |vHk hj|2 such that the SINR of user k from (12) can be written as
SINRk =
φk,kpk∑
j 6=k φk,jpj + ν
. (55)
Defining the non-negative auxiliary variables Tk = 1SINRk , the MWSR problem can be approximated as
minimize
K∏
k=1
TQkk (56a)
subject to
ν +
∑
j 6=k φk,jpj
φk,kpk
≤ Tk ∀ k (56b)
pk ≥ 0, Tk ≥ 0, ∀ k (56c)
where (56a) is recognized to be a Geometric Program in posynomial form, that can be very efficiently
solved by standard methods. The power allocation vector p resulting from the solution of (56a) is then used
to recompute the TPE coefficients and the process is iterated till convergence. It can be shown that this
scheme converges to a local maximum of the approximated weighted sum rate
∑
kQk log SINRk.
VI. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION COMPLEXITY AND LATENCY ANALYSIS
As already remarked in Section III, in massive MIMO the computation latency issue is particularly
stringent in the DL, since the precoding matrix (or the precoded signal vector block) must be computed
immediately after the current channel matrix H is available to the BS [2]. Because of this extremely low
latency constraint, we focus our complexity analysis on the DL case. Furthermore, we focus specifically on
the time-complexity (i.e., computation latency) in the presence of a modern FPGA hardware architecture,
with a high degree of parallelization.
The analysis presented here shows that the computational latency is strongly related to the degree of
parallelizability of the algorithms. The most competitive (in terms of numerical performance) classical
matrix inversion algorithms have intrinsic dependencies in their procedures which result in a computational
latency that can’t be lowered further even if these algorithms are implemented in highly parallel architectures.
In contrast, we shall show that the TPE algorithm (22) can be much better parallelized than state-of-the-art
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matrix inversion algorithms, so that it can deliver significantly faster precoding matrix computation, provided
that a sufficient amount of parallel hardware resource is used.
Implementation environment assumptions. Let NCM, NCA, NM, and NA, denote the number of clock
cycles required to perform one complex multiplication (CM), complex addition (CA), real multiplication
(M), and real addition (A), respectively. In a modern FPGA, dedicated hard 2-input-operand real multipliers
and real adders are available and can be implemented from standard libraries [29], [30]. We quantify the
required amount of hardware resource in terms of DSP blocks (resource unit D), where 1× D consists of
one hard real multiplier and one hard real adder. The most time and resource consuming signal processing
task in the RZF and TPE algorithms is the calculation of inner products. The inner product of S-dimensional
vectors a and b via aHb =
∑S
s=1 a
∗
sbs = c with a,b ∈ CS, c ∈ C requires
NCM + log2(S)NCA = NM +NA + log2(S)NA (57)
clock cycles while using
S × CM + (S − 1)× CA = 4S ×M + 2S × A + 2(S − 1)× A = 4S ×M + (4S − 2)× A ≈ 4S ×D
(58)
DSP blocks on the assumed FPGA like implementation environment. The log2(S) factor in (57) is due
to the usage of a binary adder tree in order to perform the summation of the S products a∗sbs with two-
operand adder units. In this example, we employ S complex multiplier (CM) blocks, such that all S complex
multiplications can be performed in parallel in NCM clock cycles.
A. Classical matrix inversion algorithms
In order to make a fair and realistic comparison, we consider the matrix inversion algorithm delivering
the best numerical fixed-point stability and which is most likely to be the algorithm of choice for real-
time implementation in the massive MIMO application. In particular, [15] has shown that matrix inversion
through QR decomposition using Givens rotations (QRG) or Householder reflections (QRH) delivers best
BER performance in the high SNR regime for MMSE MIMO detectors. All other competitor methods for
matrix inversion (QR decomp. using Gram-Schmidt, LR decomp., LDL decomp., Cramer’s rule, Rank-1
updates) are numerically inferior in fixed point environments [15]. Here we do not consider complexity-
reduced QR decomposition algorithms for massive MIMO precoding as presented in [16], since these
algorithms have inferior BER performance with respect to the exact QRH or QRG algorithms. In addition,
these reduced complexity schemes rely on the massive MIMO regime to take advantage of properties of
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Fig. 1. RZF precoding matrix calculation employing matrix inversion via QR decomposition with Householder reflections.
the channel Gram matrix (like the diagonal dominance) and thus their performance depends on the specific
channel conditions. Finally, in the context of parallelizability, reduced complexity schemes as in [16] do
not bring any sizeable gain. As a matter of fact, for a fair comparison under our architectural assumptions,
the algorithm with higher parallelizability should be chosen. As the analysis in [31] suggests, QRH can be
better parallelized than QRG. The underlying reason is that while QRH can zero out any number of entries
in a column-vector in one operation, QRG can only zero out one scalar entry per operation.
Maximally parallelized architecture of RZF precoding computation. An overview of the maximally
parallelized algorithm which performs the calculation of the RZF precoding matrix Vrzf = H(HHH +
IK)
−1 = HG−1, using the aforementioned QR decomposition with Householder transformations, is pro-
vided in Fig. 1. The input of the algorithm is the channel matrix H and the regularization factor . The
output is the precoding matrix. First the regularized Gram matrix G = HHH + IK has to be calculated,
which is done in the Gramian Calculation (GC) unit. Then, the result is fed into the QRH unit which
computes the matrix inverse using Householder transformations and back-substitution. This is accomplished
by first feeding G into the Householder Vector Calculation unit (HVC), which calculates the first normal
vector φ1 of the hyperplane across which the first column vector of the Gramian is reflected and the first
normalization scalar ζ1 = 2/(φH1φ1). These two are fed into the Householder Column-Zeroing (HCZ) unit,
which performs the K reflections of the K column vectors in the k-th iteration Gramian Gk. The resulting
matrix Gk+1 is fed again into the HVC unit to calculate the second normal vector and this loop goes on
until k = K, where GK is triangular now. While the HVC unit is running, the HCZ unit is re-used to
calculate the orthogonal matrix Q from the k-th iteration Qks, which are the linear transformation matrices
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performing the k-th iteration Householder reflection. After the last iteration, the QR decomposition of G is
obtained and this is then used in the back-substitution (BKS) unit to calculate the inverse of the regularized
channel Gramian. Eventually, in order to obtain the RZF precoding matrix Vrzf = HG−1, the matrix inverse
must be multiplied by the channel matrix H. This is done in the Post-Calculation (PC) unit.
B. RZF and TPE latency and resource complexity
This section provides the results of the computation latency and hardware resource analysis for the
different algorithm units. The detailed algorithmic description for the discussed QRH unit and the sub-units
is provided in appendix C. The latency L and required resources χ for the calculation of one Householder
vector φk and normalization scalar ζk (HVC unit), the column zeroing operations for one Gramian matrix
Gk (HCZ unit) and the back substitution (BKS unit) in a maximally parallelized fashion are given by
LHVC = 2NCCM + (4 + dlog2(K − 2)e)NA +NM + 2NRD +NS, (59)
LHCZ = 2NCM + (1 + dlog2(K − k + 1)e)NCA, (60)
LBKS = K(NCD +NCM +NCA), (61)
and by
χQRH ≈ 4(K2 + 3K)×D, (62)
respectively, where CCM, CD, RD, and S denote complex conjugate multiplication, complex division, real
division and the real square-root operation, and NCCM, NCD, NRD, and NS, denote the corresponding required
number of clock cycles. The detailed derivation of the resource estimate χQRH is provided in appendix C.
In order to cancel the K−1 column vectors in the channel Gramian, the HVC and HCZ units have to be
executed K − 1 times to obtain the triangular form. This is another intrinsic algorithm dependency of the
QR decomposition which cannot be parallelized. During all iterations except for the first one, the HCZ unit
computes the Householder reflector aggregator matrix Qk+1 at the same time when the HVC unit calculates
the next Householder normal vector, i.e. φk+1. This is possible because LHVC > LHCZ holds. After the last
iteration the HCZ unit has to be called one last time to calculate the final QK . Thus, the HCZ unit is called
K times and the HVC unit is called K−1 times. Since the BKS unit has to wait for the K iterations before
it can start to operate, its latency simply adds to the overall latency of the QRH unit. The latency of the
QRH unit is therefore given by
LQRH = (K − 1)LHVC + LBKS +
(
K(2NCM +NCA) +NCA +NCA
K−1∑
k=1
dlog2(K − k + 1)e
)
. (63)
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This is the number of clock cycles needed to calculate the inverse of a K × K matrix assuming a
maximally parallelized FPGA implementation of the QR decomposition via Householder reflections and
back-substitution.
In order to enable a meaningful comparison with TPE implemented via the TPE Recursion (TR) (22), we
introduce an architecture whose hardware resource is parameterized by a parallelization index U . Specifically,
we assume to devote
χTR(U) = U
(
K2 × CM +K(K − 1)× CA) = 4UK2 ×D with U = 2n, n = 1, 2, . . . , log2(K), (64)
resources for the TR unit. For U = K we obtain the maximally parallelized implementation. Since the
TR unit mainly calculates matrix-matrix products, we assume an implementation with UK dot-product
processors, where each dot-product processor can compute a dot product of two K dimensional vectors.
Then, the TR unit has computational latency
LTR(U) = NCM +NCA + (J − 1)
(
(NCM + log2(K)NCA) +
(
K
U
− 1
)
+NCA
)
(65)
clock cycles. Since the main contribution to the overall TR computation consists of matrix-matrix products,
which can be heavily parallelized, the TR unit can greatly benefit from pipelining when resources are
constrained. For U = K the parallelization is maximum, latency is minimal, but no pipelining effects can
be exploited. This is evidenced by the fact that K/U − 1 = 0 in (65). In this case, the computation time
is equal to the initial latency to fill the pipe and when the first result exits the pipe this is already the final
result. Decreasing resources (i.e., choosing U < K) doesn’t has much dramatic effect on the latency, since
the TR unit can generate an intermediate result every clock cycle by exploitation of pipelining.
Since both the GC and the PC units have to run in a sequential fashion before and after the QRH or TR
units respectively, we can assume that the resources from the QRH or the TR unit are reused and thus no
additional resources are required. In this case the latency of the GC unit will be
LGC(U) = NA +NCM +
dlog2(M)eNCA +
(
M
U
− 1) if K2 ≥M(dlog2(K2)e+ dlog2 ( MK2 )e)NCA + (MU − 1) (1 + MK2 ) if K2 < M (66)
and for the PC unit the latency will be
LPC(U) = (NCM + dlog2(K)eNCA)︸ ︷︷ ︸
initial latency
+
(
M
U
− 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
remaining cycles when pipe full
. (67)
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1) Latency amplification of precoding matrix calculation: We compare the latency of the computation of
Vtpe with respect to Vrzf via QRH as a function of the provided number of hardware resources measured
in units of DSP blocks. Furthermore, we consider only the range of resources (in DSP units) such that the
QRH unit can run at it’s full parallelized implementation (as discussed before). For the DSP unit’s behavior
we’re going to assume NA = 1 and NM = 1, i.e. one real multiplication takes one clock cycle and the same
for one real addition. Furthermore we assume that the division and square-root operations require NRD = 4,
and NS = 4 clock cycles, which is a reasonable choice considering that these operations are implemented
using fast division methods (e.g. the Newton-Raphson method [32]).
Given the channel matrix H, the TPE polynomial weights {wk,l : k = 1, . . . , K, l = 0, 1, . . . , J}, and the
RZF regularization factor , the total number of clock cycles required to compute a precoding matrix via
QRH decomposition is given by
LRZF(U) = LGC(U) + LQRH + LPC(U) (68)
and corresponding latency for TPE via the TR algorithm is given by
LTPE(U) = LGC(U) + LTR(U) + LPC(U). (69)
We define the ratio
α(U) =
LRZF(U)
LTPE(U)
, (70)
as the latency amplification of RZF with respect to TPE. Fig. 2 shows the latency amplification α for
different values of M , K and J , as a function of the number of hardware DSP blocks.
Our results show that the TPE precoding matrix calculation runs faster than the RZF algorithm for each
parameter combination considered. Furthermore, we can observe that, for all U ≥ 2, the latency amplification
increases with the number of antennas and users. For U = 2 the QRH unit runs at full parallelization, since
χTR(U = 2) ≈ 8K2D ≈ χQRH holds. This regime corresponds to the leftmost point of each line in Fig. 2.
For each set of parameters, the latency gain of TPE versus RZF increases with U since the TR unit can
benefit from the higher degree of parallelization while the RZF unit does not benefit in equal manner due to
its intrinsic algorithmic dependencies. As it can be clearly seen in (68), the RZF algorithm can only benefit
from higher amount of resources during the calculation of the Gramian and the post calculation, since these
matrix-matrix products can be further parallelized.
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Fig. 2. Latency amplification of precoding matrix calculation using QRH in relation to TPE for β = 0.1 and different values of BS antennas
M , mobile stations K and matrix polynomial degree J as a function of the provided number of hardware resources
2) Computation latency for practical situations: Given our latency expressions it is also possible to
estimate the required number of clock cycles to compute a precoding matrix using TPE. For example, with
M = 160, β = 0.1, J = 4 and χ = 4096×D, TPE needs ≈ 130 clock cycles. Assuming a digital processing
clock of e.g. fd = 300 MHz (which is not unreasonable due to the large amount of pipelining employed in
the implementation assumption) and an OFDMA system with B = 100 resource blocks (which corresponds
to e.g. 20 MHz LTE channel bandwidth [7]) the calculation of the 100 precoding matrices will take
B
fd
·LTPE
(
M = 160, K = 16, U =
4096
4 · 162 , J = 4
)
=
100
300 MHz
· 130 ≈ 43.3 µs. (71)
This should be compared with the LTE OFDM symbol duration of ≈ 66.7 µs, such that the whole precoder
can be calculated in less than one OFDM symbol. In order to obtain the computation time for the same set
of parameters and conditions in the case of RZF precoding, we just have to multiply the calculated time
with the corresponding value of the latency amplification in Fig. 2, which is about 5.6. This results in a
computation time of ≈ 243 µs, i.e., requiring more than 3 OFDM symbols.
VII. RESULTS
In this section we provide numerical examples illustrating the performance of the proposed TPE method.
For simplicity, we considered a single-cell setting where the BS is equipped with an ULA with M = 160
antenna elements and antenna spacing d = λ/2 (λ denoting the carrier wavelength), and serves K = 16 users
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on each scheduling slot, corresponding to a loading factor β = K/M = 0.1. The propagation environment is
formed by S scattering clusters. Each user connects to the BS through a (non-empty) subset of such scattering
clusters (see [33], [34]), as qualitatively depicted in Fig. 3. We let Sk ⊆ [1 : S] denote the set of scattering
clusters coupled with user k. With reference to the channel model presented in Appendix A, each cluster
s ∈ [1 : S] is characterized by an angular scattering function ρ(s)(θ). The channel coefficients belonging to
different scattering clusters are uncorrelated. Therefore, the scattering function ρk(θ) of user k is given by
ρk(θ) =
∑
s∈Sk ρ
(s)(θ). In particular, we fixed ρ(s)(θ) to be constant over the support [θs−∆s/2 : θs+∆s/2]
and zero elsewhere, where θs and ∆s denote the s-th cluster center Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) and Angular
Spread (AS), respectively. The cluster angular supports are contained in the interval [−pi/3, pi/3] (i.e., a
sector of width 120◦ centered around the array broadside direction θ = 0, see Fig. 3). The cluster scattering
functions are normalized such that
∫
ρ(s)(θ)dθ = 1/S, yielding Ak = |Sk|/S.3
Notice that, although we have used the assumption of common eigenvectors in our large-system TPE
coefficient derivation in Section IV, the results of this section are obtained by generating channels with
the finite-dimensional covariances given by (75), for which the (finite M ) eigenvectors are not exactly the
same for all users since the finite-dimensional Toeplitz corelation matrices do not exactly coincide with their
circulant approximation. This small mismatch between the assumed channel statistics in the large-system
limits and the actual channel statistics is taken into account in our finite-dimensional simulations.
✓
Fig. 3. A qualitative representation of the scattering environment considered in our simulations, consistently with several recent works dealing
with correlated channels in massive MIMO (e.g., [33], [34]).
First, we consider the effect of the polynomial order J in the TPE precoding performance. Fig. 4 shows
3In these simulations we have assumed normalized pathloss equal to 1 in order to put more in evidence the differences between TPE methods
and the role of different channel correlations, rather than the effect of the pathloss. Of course, the theory is general and situations with pathloss
imbalance can be easily studied and reveal trends analogous to those in the results of this section. However, we do not include such results
here for the sake of space limitation and since they are not very informative.
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the ergodic sum rate, defined as
∑
k E[log(1 + SINR
tpe
k )], where expectation is with respect to the small-
scale fading, as a function of the system SNR (see model (3), for different polynomial expansion orders
J = 0, . . . , 3 and two different scattering geometries. In the first geometry (Fig. 4, left), we consider a
single cluster for all the users, such that all users have the same covariance matrix. The cluster support
has center AoA 0◦ and AS 30◦. In the second geometry (Fig. 4, right), we considered 8 scattering clusters
with non-overlapping angular support. Each scattering function has AS 180◦/11 and the center AoAs of
the 8 groups are equally spaced such that the total support included in the interval [−60◦, 60◦]. Each user
is coupled with a single cluster, and each cluster is connected with two users. The performances of the
Conjugate BF [2] and of the ideal MMSE receiver/precoder vopt (11) are also shown for comparison.4
Notice that in both cases the TPE with J = 0 coincides exactly with the Conjugate BF. These results are
obtained for uniform (dual UL) power allocation, i.e., pk = 1 for all K. Fig. 4 points out the fact that when
the users have significantly different covariance matrices, and their covariance eigenspaces are clustered
in small subsets of mutually quasi-orthogonal groups (as in the case of (Fig. 4, right)), the TPE precoder
with low degree J = 1 or J = 2 is sufficient to recover the gap between Conjugate BF and the optimal
linear precoder (MMSE/RZF). In fact, in the case where the users are exactly mutually orthogonal, it is
obvious to see that Conjugate BF (equivalently, the TPE precoder with J = 0) coincides with the optimal
linear precoder. In contrast, when many user have the same correlation, i.e., they are associated to the same
scattering cluster, even a TPE degree as high as J = 3 is not enough to close the gap with respect to the
optimal linear precoder. Nevertheless, even in this case, the performance gain of J = 2 is significant (more
than 100% spectral efficiency gain with respect to the Conjugate BF at moderate to high SNR).
Next, we compared our method with the other most recent TPE methods for DL precoding given in
[35] and in [14]. For completeness, these schemes and their assumptions are reviewed and presented in the
unified notation of this paper in Appendices E and F, respectively. The comparison is made for J = 3, and
includes the performance of the Conjugate BF and MMSE receiver/precoder for the sake of comparison.
This time, we choose a mixed geometry with S = 5 clusters with equal AS given by ∆s = pi/6 and center
AoAs [−30.62◦,−17.56◦,−16.69◦, 7.5◦, 11.92◦]. The association of users to clusters is defined Table I.
Fig. 5 (left) shows the ergodic sum rate for the various method and the given scattering geometry. In
addition, since the method of [14] explicitly targets the maximization of the minimum ergodic rate, we
show in Fig. 5 (left) the CDF of the max-min ergodic user rate optimized according to the proposed power
4Notice that, in this case, the precoder Vopt obtained by the dual MMSE corresponds to the RZF precoder with an optimal regularization
factor.
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users 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
clusters
1 * * * * * * *
2 * * * * * * *
3 * * * * * * * * * *
4 * * * * * * * * * * *
5 * * * * * * * * * * *
TABLE I
CLUSTER-USERS ASSOCIATION FOR THE GEOMETRY OF FIG. 5. USER k IS CONNECTED TO CLUSTER s IF THERE IS AN ASTERISK “*” IN
THE k-TH POSITION OF THE s-TH ROW.
control method in Section V-C and according to the method in [14], for J = 3 and SINR = 20dB. Generally
speaking, the proposed method outperforms the previous state-of-the art for all tested scattering geometries
both in terms of sum rate and in terms of max-min rate. The gain of the proposed method over the other
competing methods depends on the scattering geometry. Recall that the method of [14] handles different
user channel correlations but, in order to obtain the large-system coefficients in the computation of the
TPE weights, it requires the iterative solution of a system of coupled matrix fixed-point equations whic is
generally too complex for real-time implementation. Furthermore, [14] designs the TPE precoder directly
for the DL (i.e., without using UL-DL duality). Hence, a single set of weights w is optimized for all users
k ∈ [1 : K]. This single set of weights is obtained by maximizing the minimum user SINR. In contrast,
using UL-DL duality, as in our method, we can optimize a set of TPE coefficients w∗k individually for each
user k, and in addition we can perform some system optimization with respect to the power allocation,
as seen in Section V. In contrast, the method of [35] exploits UL-DL duality but optimizes only a single
set of coefficients w according to the minimum total MSE criterion at the output of the UL receiver. The
large-system limits in [35] are obtained using free probability theory and holds only if the users channels
have a scaled-identity covariance matrix. Hence, in our simulations we have assumed a mismatch of the
channel covariance statistics, such that the method of [35] is applied assuming channel covariance AkIM
instead of the true Rk. This mismatch is unavoidable with the method proposed in [35], and seems to be
more severe than the mismatch incurred by our method replacing the Toeplitz matrices with their circulant
approximation, as discussed in Section IV.
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Fig. 4. Effects of user channel correlation on the TPE performance. (left) Ergodic sum rate vs. SNR for different TPE order and users with
the same antenna correlation. (right) Ergodic sum rate vs. SNR for different TPE order and users with different antenna correlations and
quasi-orthogonal groups.
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Fig. 5. Comparison with other TPE methods. (left) Ergodic sum rate vs. SNR for different TPE methods and degree J = 3 [1 = proposed
method, 2 = method of [35], 3 = method of [14]]. (right) CDF of the max-min ergodic user rate optimized according to the proposed power
control method (1) and according to the method in [14] (2) for J = 3 and SINR = 20dB.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel TPE method that outperforms all previously proposed methods in the
general non-symmetric case of users with arbitrary antenna correlation. In addition, the proposed method
is more flexible than other competing methods since, by exploiting UL-DL duality, it can optimize a set of
TPE coefficients for each user. Hence, classical forms of power allocation (e.g., min sum power and max-min
rate) can be easily solved. Furthermore, the computation of the large-system limiting expressions appearing
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in the solution of the optimal TPE coefficients is obtained by simple direct non-iterative ‘scalar” formulas,
rather than through a system of coupled matrix fixed-point equations as in the case of methods based on
deterministic equivalents [14], [19], [20]. In this paper we also provided a novel accurate computation latency
analysis of the TPE scheme compared with standard “matrix inversion” RZF, specifically targeted to a highly
parallel FPGA hardware architecture. Our analysis shows that TPE is able to compute the precoding matrix
for up to a hundred of LTE resource blocks well within a single LTE OFDM symbol period, as originally
assumed in Marzetta’s work [2].
As a concluding remark, we would like to point out that, in general, the TPE approach is able to recover
a large fraction of the gap between ConjBF and RZF even for small polynomial degree J = 2, 3. However,
when users have all the same channel correlation, it may still pay a significant performance gap with respect
to RZF. However, and perhaps more remarkably, TPE is able to recover virtually the whole gap in a wide
range of practically relevant SNR if it is used together with some clever scheduling scheme that chooses
sets of users arranged in small nearly mutually orthogonal groups. This scheduling approach has become
popular after the widely referenced work on Joint Space-Division and Multiplexing (JSDM) [21]. Overall,
TPE with JSDM-type scheduling represents a valid alternative to RZF precoding in terms of achievable rate
performance.
APPENDIX A
CHANNEL COVARIANCE MODEL
In this section we review the channel model that motivates and justify the assumptions made at the
beginning of Section IV. The user channels in our numerical examples of Section VII are also generated
according to this model. Although the channel model can be found expressed in various equivalent ways
in several papers (e.g., see [21], [33], [34], [36]–[38]), however it is useful to have a concise presentation
in a consistent notation with the rest of the paper. We assume that the BS is equipped with a Uniformly
Space Array (ULA), and that the scattering field generating the wavefront impinging onto the array are in
the array far-field. For the geometry of Fig. 6, the array response vector to a planar wavefront coming at
AoA θ is given by
a(θ) = [1, e−j2pi
d
λ
sin θ, . . . , e−j2pi(M−1)
d
λ
sin θ]T (72)
where d is the spacing between the array elements and λ is carrier wavelength.
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The unnormalized channel vectors h˜k in (1) can be written as the superposition of array response vectors
over the angle of arrival (AoA) θ, weighted by scattering coefficients, which are modeled as a Gaussian
random field. We have
h˜k =
∫
a(θ)ηk(θ)dθ, (73)
where ηk(θ) is an uncorrelated Gaussian random field with autocorrelation function
E[ηk(θ)η∗k(θ
′)] = ρk(θ)δ(θ − θ′). (74)
The angular scattering function ρk(θ) describes the average energy received from AoA θ. Different users
are characterized by generally different scattering functions ρk(θ). The channel covariance matrix is given
by
Rk = E[h˜kh˜Hk ] =
∫
a(θ)aH(θ)ρk(θ)dθ. (75)
Notice that for ULA under uncorrelated scattering and far-field assumption Rk is a Toeplitz matrix with
elements
[Rk]m,` =
∫
e−j2pi
d
λ
(m−`) sin θρk(θ)dθ. (76)
It is easy to check that the channel strength Ak (as defined in Section V-A) is given by
Ak =
1
M
tr(Rk) =
∫
ρk(θ)dθ. (77)
Let F denote the M ×M unitary DFT matrix with (m,n)-th element [F]n,m = 1√M e−j2pi
nm
M for m,n ∈ [0 :
M − 1]. The array response vector can be expressed in the F basis as a(θ) = Faˇ(θ) where aˇ(θ) has m-th
coefficient given by
[aˇ(θ)]m =
1√
M
M−1∑
n=0
ej2pi
mn
M e−j2pi
d
λ
sin(θ)n
=
1√
M
sin(piψm(θ)M)
sin(piψm(θ))
e−jpiψm(θ)(M−1) (78)
where ψm(θ) = dλ sin(θ) − mM . We observe that aˇ(θ) has peaks for ψm(θ) ∈ Z, and is non-negligible for
|ψm(θ)− z| ≤ 1M , z ∈ Z. It follows that for large M and fixed θ the coefficient vector aˇ(θ) tends of have
large peaks in correspondence of the unique coefficient index m for which ψm(θ) is closets to an integer.
We denote such unique index as m(θ), and define the set Θm = {θ ∈ [0, 2pi] : m(θ) = m}, where the sets
Θm for m = 0, . . . ,M − 1 are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, from the smoothness of the function ψm(θ)
we have that Θm is Lebesgue-measurable (in fact, the are finite collections of intervals). For what said, for
large M we can approximate ∫
aˇ(θ)aˇH(θ)ρk(θ)dθ ≈ Λk
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where Λk is a diagonal matrix with m-th diagonal element given by Λm,k ≈
∫
Θm
ρk(θ)dθ. Replacing
this approximation into (75) we have that Rk ≈ FΛkFH, where the m-th eigenvalue yields the received
signal energy from the AoA interval Θm. The fact that the channel covariance matrix can be approximately
diagonalized by the unitary DFT matrix justifies replacing Rk with its circulant approximation in (24) in
order to develop our TPE asymptotic coefficients computation method in Section IV.
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Fig. 6. Geometry of a uniformly spaced array with impinging planar wave at an azimuth AoA θ.
APPENDIX B
UPLINK-DOWNLINK DUALITY
We review the general UL-DL duality with arbitrary linear vectors as transmitters and receivers, and
then particularize to our case. Consider the normalized UL channel of (2), where the input x is given by
x =
∑K
k=1 ekxk, with E[|xk|2] = pk and
∑K
k=1 pk = K. We can generalize this linearly precoded input in
the form
x =
K∑
k=1
uksk
where {uk} are arbitrary unit norm vectors and sk are uncorrelated information symbols. It follows that this
generalized UL channel is given by
y = H
K∑
k=1
uksk +
√
νz. (79)
Denote the linear receiver vector for user k by vk. Then, the SINR of user k is given by
SINRk =
|vHkHuk|2pk/ν
1 +
∑
j 6=k |vHkHuj|2pj/ν
. (80)
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We introduce the K ×K matrix Φ with (k, j)-th element given by
φk,j = |vHkHuj|2. (81)
Using the definition of Φ, the SINR can be rewritten as
SINRk =
φk,kp
′
k
1 +
∑
j 6=k φk,jp
′
j
, (82)
where we define p′k = pk/ν. It is convenient to introduce the K × 1 vector µ with k-th element
µk =
SINRk
(1 + SINRk)φk,k
, (83)
in order to rewrite (82) for all k, after some simple algebra, in the matrix-vector form
(IK − diag(µ)Φ) p′ = µ, (84)
where p′ = (p′1, p
′
2, . . . , p
′
K)
T. Notice that if we fix the UL transmit powers, then (82) yields the SINRs of
the users for given precoding and receiving vectors {uk} and vk}.
It is well-known (see [8]) that the collection of SINR values
SINR1 = Γ1, SINR2 = Γ2, . . . , SINRK = ΓK
is feasible with given {uk}, {vk}, and channel matrix H, if and only if the Perron-Frobenious eigenvalue
of the non-negative matrix diag(µ)Φ is strictly less than 1. Here “feasible” means that there exists a non-
negative valued power assignment vector p′ such that SINRk = Γk for all k ∈ [1 : K]. In this case, solving
(84) for p′ yields the componentwise minimum power vectors able to achieved the given target SINRs.
Namely,the minimum power vector is given by
p′min = (IK − diag(µ)Φ)−1µ, (85)
where, from (83), the coefficients µk are related to the target SINRs by µk = Γk(1+Γk)φk,k .
Next, consider the “dual” DL, obtained by exchanging the role of transmitters and receivers and “flipping”
the channel matrix. This is given by
ydl = HH
K∑
k=1
vkx
dl
k +
√
νzdl, (86)
Notice that HH has dimension K×M , and we are implicitly assuming that K DL users are served by linear
beamforming, with beamforming vectors {vk}. User k applies the linear detector uk obtaining the SINR
SINRdlk =
|uHkHHvk|2qk/ν
1 +
∑
j 6=k |uHkHHvj|2qjν
=
φk,kq
′
k
1 +
∑
j 6=k φj,kq
′
j
, (87)
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where q′k = qk/ν and qk is the transmit power for the user k DL data stream.
Introducing the K × 1 vector µdl with k-th element
µdlk =
SINRdlk
(1 + SINRdlk )φk,k
, (88)
we rewrite (87) as done before as (
IK − diag(µdl)ΦT
)
q′ = µdl, (89)
where q′ = (q′1, q
′
2, . . . , q
′
K)
T.
Now, consider the same assignment of SINRs as in the UL, i.e., for the same values Γ1, . . . ,ΓK we let
SINRdl1 = Γ1, SINR
dl
2 = Γ2, . . . , SINR
dl
K = ΓK .
In this case, µdl = µ with components µk = Γk(1+Γk)φk,k and the Perron-Frobenious eigenvalues of diag(µ
dl)ΦT
and of diag(µ)Φ coincide. It follows that if the SINR assignment {Γk} is feasible for the UL it is also
feasible for the dual DL. Furthermore, solving (89) for q′ yields the componentwise minimum power vectors
able to achieved the given target SINRs. Namely,the minimum DL power vector is given by
q′min =
(
IK − diag(µ)ΦT
)−1
µ. (90)
Finally, we can easily show that the total sum power of the UL and DL minimum power vectors achieving
the same SINR assignment is equal. In fact
K∑
k=1
p′min,k = 1
Tp′min
= 1T (diag(1/µ1, . . . , 1/µK)−Φ)−1 1
= 1T
(
diag(1/µ1, . . . , 1/µK)−ΦT
)−1
1
= 1T
(
I− diag(µ)ΦT)−1µ
=
K∑
k=1
q′min,k. (91)
As a consequence, in order to optimize the DL of a multiuser MIMO system with linear precoding, we can
consider a “virtual” UL letting uk = ek and vk given by the unit vectors obtained from the TPE receiver
developed before, and p′k = pk/ν = pkSNR/β = pkMSNR/K, with the sum power constraint
K∑
k=1
p′k = MSNR.
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The UL SINRs are given by
SINRk = λk,max (92)
where λk,max is defined in (20). Notice that these SINRs are functions of the channel matrix and of the UL
power allocation. Therefore, we can run run the optimization over the UL powers of any desired objective
function of the UL SINRs. By duality, it follows that the resulting (optimized) SINRs {λk,max} can be
also achieved in the DL by using the same TPE coefficients {w∗k} resulting from the UL optimization, the
corresponding UL receiving vectors {vk} as DL precoders, and the DL power assignment q′min obtained
from (90) for the target SINRs {Γk = λk,max}.
APPENDIX C
MAXIMALLY PARALLELIZED QR DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM DETAILS
The following algorithm boxes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are showing the involved algorithms for the maximally
parallelized QR decomposition algorithm using Householder reflections and back substitution for calculation
of the classical matrix inverse in the benchmark regularized zero forcing precoder.
For each of the algorithm units the required number of hard resource blocks are given by
χHVC = K × CCM + (K − 2)× A + 1× RD + 1× S (93)
χHCZ = K
2 × CM + 2K ×M +K2 × CA (94)
χBKS = 2K × RD. (95)
Since the BKS unit can only start its operation when the HVC and HCZ units have completed their task it is
possible to reuse the resources from these units for the BKS unit. This is the reason why only 2K additional
division blocks are required for the BKS unit. From these equations we can now derive the estimate of sum
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Algorithm 1: Complex Householder Vector Calculation Unit (HVC)
1 Input:
2 Gk ∈ CK×K (matrix of the k-th iteration, where G1 := G is the channel Gramian G = HHH)
3 Algorithm:
4 σ = (Gk)
H
k+1:K,k(Gk)k+1:K,k
5 α = (Gk)
∗
k,k(Gk)k,k
6 γ = (Gk)
H
1:k−1,k(Gk)1:k−1,k
7 µ = 1 +
√
1 + (γ + σ)/α
8 φk = µ(Gk)k,k = µRe{(Gk)k,k}+ jµ Im{(Gk)k,k}
9 φk =
 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
φk (Gk)
T
k+1:K,k
T
10 ζk = 2/ (σ + φkφ
∗
k)
11 Output:
12 φk ∈ CK×1 (k-th Householder vector)
13 ζk ∈ R (k-th Householder normalization scalar)
Algorithm 2: Complex Householder Column-Zeroing Unit (HCZ)
1 Input:
2 Gk ∈ CK×K or Qk ∈ CK×K (k-th iteration Gramian or k-th iteration reflector aggregator)
3 φk ∈ CK×1 (k-th Householder vector)
4 ζk ∈ R (k-th Householder normalization scalar)
5 Definitions:
6 Ak ∈ CK×K := Gk or Qk
7 Ak+1 ∈ CK×K := Gk+1 or Qk+1
8 Algorithm:
9 pTk = φ
H
kAk
10 qk = ζkφk
11 B = qkp
T
k
12 Ak+1 = Ak −B
13 Output:
14 Ak+1 ∈ CK×K ((k + 1)-th iteration Gramian or (k + 1)-th iteration reflector aggregator)
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Algorithm 3: Complex Back-Substitution Unit (BS)
1 Input:
2 GK ∈ CK×K (last iteration Gramian)
3 QK ∈ CK×K (last iteration reflector aggregator)
4 Definitions:
5 R ∈ CK×K := GK (upper triangular matrix)
6 Q ∈ CK×K := QK (unitary matrix)
7 Algorithm:
8 for k = K to 1 do
9 (X)k,: = (Q)k,: / (R)k,k
10 (Q)1:k−1,: = (Q)1:k−1,: − (R)1:k−1,k (X)k,:
11 Output:
12 G−1 ∈ CK×K := X (inverse of the channel Gramian, i.e. G−1 = (HHH)−1)
Algorithm 4: Complex QR Decomposition using Householder Reflections Unit (QRH)
1 Input:
2 G ∈ CK×K (channel Gramian, i.e. G = HHH)
3 Definitions:
4 IK ∈ RK×K := diag{1, 1, . . . , 1} (Identity matrix)
5 Algorithm:
6 G1 := G
7 for k = 1 to K − 1 do
8 φk, ζk = HVC(Gk)
9 Gk+1 = HCZ(Gk,φk, ζk)
10 if k = 1 then
11 Q1 = IK
12 Qk+1 = HCZ(Qk,φk, ζk)
13 G−1 = BS(GK ,QK)
14 Output:
15 G−1 ∈ CK×K (inverse of the channel Gramian, i.e. G−1 = (HHH)−1)
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resource consumption for the QRH unit in terms of DSP blocks
χQRH = χHVC + χHCZ + χBKS (96)
= K × CCM︸ ︷︷ ︸
=K/2×CM
+(K − 2)× A + 1× RD + 1× S +K2 × CM + 2K ×M︸ ︷︷ ︸
>K/2×CM
+K2 × CA + 2K × RD
(97)
≈ (K2 +K)× CM + (K2 +K)× CA + (2K + 1)× RD + 1× S (98)
≈ (K2 + 3K)× CM + (K2 +K)× CA (99)
= 4(K2 + 3K)×M + 2(K2 + 3K)× A + 2(K2 +K)× A (100)
= 4(K2 + 3K)×M + 4(K2 + 2K)× A (101)
≈ 4(K2 + 3K)×D. (102)
Here it was assumed that real division and square root operations are implemented using fast division
algorithms like the Newton-Raphson method [32]. For the sake of simplification it was assumed in (99) that
the resource requirements for one of these units are similar to a complex multiplier unit.
APPENDIX D
DIRECT CALCULATION OF PRECODED TRANSMIT SIGNAL VECTOR USING TPE AND COMPARISON TO
TPE PRECODING MATRIX PRE-CALCULATION
We observe that, for the downlink, an alternative to computing explicitly the beamforming vectors and
then computing the precoded signal vector
xdl =
K∑
k=1
vksk
consists of directly computing the downlink precoded signal vector xdl through a Horner’s rule iteration.
This has the advantage of avoiding products of K × K matrices, but has the disadvantage that since the
information symbols {sk} change at each OFDM symbol and each subcarrier (i.e., at every channel use
in the time-frequency plane of an OFDM system), this computation must be repeated for every channel
use. Hence, when the same channel coefficients are constant over a large block of signal dimensions in the
time-frequency domain, the direct computation of the precoded signal vector may incur a larger complexity
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than the explicit computation of the precoding vectors. For the sake of completeness, we provide here such
computation for a given precoded signal vector. In this case, we can write
xdl =
K∑
k=1
vksk (103)
=
K∑
k=1
H
J∑
l=0
wk,l(PG)
leksk (104)
= H
J∑
l=0
(PG)l
K∑
k=1
ekwk,lsk (105)
= H
J∑
l=0
(PG)lW(l)s (106)
where W(l) was defined before and where s is the K × 1 vectors of information symbols to be transmitted
in the downlink. At this point, we define the Horner’s type iteration with initialization x(J) = W(J)s and
recursion
x
(n)
k = W
(n)s + PGx(n+1), n = J − 1, J − 2, . . . , 0 (107)
such that xdl = Hx(0). A comparison of the computational complexity of this approach with respect to the
computation of the precoding vectors using (23), followed by the computation of the precoded signal vectors
using the standard matrix-vector multiplication Vtpes for all channel uses, is provided in the following.
The question to answer is if direct TPE precoding (DTPEP) will provide faster first OFDM symbol
output when compared to conventional precoding with pre-computation of the precoding matrix via TPE
and subsequent calculation of the transmit vector (TPEP). DTPEP refers to the direct calculation of the
transmit signal vector via (107).
For conventional TPE precoding we will have a latency of
LTPEP(U) = BLTPE(U) + sBLP(U) (108)
clock cycles in a system with B frequency coherence blocks and s OFDM sub-carriers in one of these
blocks. The precoding matrix has to be calculated for B frequency coherence blocks and then the first
OFDM symbol which comprises sB sub-carriers has to be precoded. The computational latency for the
classical precoder unit (P) will be
LP(U) =
(NCM + dlog2(K)eNCA) +
(
M
UK
− 1) if UK < M
NCM + dlog2(K)eNCA if UK ≥M
(109)
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including pipeling gain. This calculation has to be carried out for every sub-carrier in every OFDM symbol.
For example in a LTE system with 20 MHz channel bandwidth with B = 100 resource blocks in the
frequency direction and s = 12 sub-carriers per resource block this calculation has to be carried out sB =
1200 times for every OFDM symbol, i.e. every ≈ 66.7 µs.
For DTPEP we will only have the pre-computation of the channel Gramian and then direct precoding of
the first OFDM symbol comprising sB sub-carriers has to be carried out, yielding a latency of
LDTPEP(U) = BLGC(U) + sBLDTPE(U) (110)
clock cycles. The latency for the direct TPE precoding algorithm (DTPE) will be
LDTPE(U) = NCM + J (NCM + dlog2(K)eNCA +NCA) + LP(U) (111)
clock cycles.
Now we can calculate the latency amplification of direct TPE precoding in comparison to classical TPE
precoding yielding
α(U, s) =
LDTPEP(U)
LTPEP(U)
=
BLGC(U) + sBLDTPE(U)
BLTPE(U) + sBLP(U)
=
LGC(U) + sLDTPE(U)
LTPE(U) + sLP(U)
. (112)
We can see that the latency amplification is independent of the number of resource blocks but the value of
s may play an important role. Figure 7 shows this latency amplification for multiple values of s (see figure
caption) and different values for M and fixed β = 0.1, J = 4.
For M ≤ 160 and s ≥ 6 the latency amplification will be always higher than one, thus direct TPE
precoding will be slower than TPE with precoding matrix pre-computation. For an LTE system with s = 12,
M = 160, K = 16, J = 4 and 4096 DSP blocks, TPE using precoding matrix pre-computation will
finish with the computation of the first OFDM symbol about 2.2 times earlier than direct TPE precoding.
This relationship is simply due to the fact that classical precoding just consists of a single matrix-vector
multiplication and direct TPE consists of much more matrix-vector multiplications. And for higher values
of s like s = 12 this just takes longer than just doing one precoding matrix calculation. We can conclude
that for LTE’s s = 12 the latency amplification will be always greater than one for any combination of
parameter and resource values analyzed here, i.e. TPE using precoding matrix pre-computation will always
deliver faster first OFDM symbol output than direct TPE precoding.
APPENDIX E
TPE COEFFICIENTS FROM FREE PROBABILITY
In [35] an approach to compute the TPE coefficients for DL MU-MIMO precoding is proposed. This
approach uses also UL-DL duality as in the present work and computes the DL precoder from a “virtual”
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Fig. 7. Latency amplification for calculation of first OFDM symbol. Direct TPE precoding and TPE precoding with precoding matrix pre-
computation are compared. Different values for the number of OFDM sub-carriers per resource block with s = 2 (-) s = 4 (- -) s = 6 (:)
s = 12 (-.) s = 20 (x-) are shown.
UL channel. However, this method is different from ours and it is less general since it critically assumes
that the user channels have i.i.d. coefficients. Here we review their method expressed with notation and
model assumptions compatible with our model in order to enable a direct comparison.
We let again M denote the number of antennas and K the number of single-antenna users, with β = K/M .
The method of [35] considers a more restrictive channel matrix model where the channel covariance matrices
are diagonal, i.e., Rk = AkI for all k = [1 : K]. The unnormalized channel matrix is therefore given in the
form
H˜ =
√
MHA1/2 (113)
where H is i.i.d. of dimension M ×K with elements ∼ CN (0, 1/M), and A = diag(A1, . . . , AK).
The dual UL model is given by
y˜ = H˜P˜1/2d + z˜, (114)
where d is a K × 1 vector of coded symbols with covariance E[ddH] = I, z˜ ∼ CN (0, N0I), and P˜ =
diag(p˜1, . . . , p˜K) is the UL power allocation matrix. The normalized channel model corresponds to (2) and
is given by
y = HA1/2P1/2d +
√
β
SNR
z, (115)
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where z ∼ CN (0, I), SNR = P/N0, and P = diag(p1, . . . , pK) satisfies the constraint
∑
k pk = K. Letting
V = [v1, . . . ,vK ] the matrix of linear receivers, we have that the UL SINR for user k is given by
SINRk =
|vHk hk|2pk
ν‖vk‖2 +
∑
j 6=k |vHk hj|2pj
, (116)
where as usual we let ν = β/SNR.
The optimization of the receiver matrix V is carried out as follows. They define the receiver matrix in
the form
VH =
J∑
l=0
ωl(HHH)lHH (117)
and define the estimated user symbols as
d̂ = P−1/2A−1/2VHy = P−1/2A−1/2VHHA1/2P1/2d +
√
νP−1/2A−1/2VHz. (118)
Then, the coefficients ω = (ω0, . . . , ωJ)T are optimized by minimizing the total MSE, defined as
MSE =
1
K
K∑
k=1
E[|dk − d̂k|2]
For convenience, define the combined pathloss and power allocation coefficient matrix P˘ = PA and rewrite
(118) as
d̂ = P˘−1/2VHHP˘1/2d +
√
νP˘−1/2VHz. (119)
Defining the error vector e = d̂− d we have
MSE =
1
K
tr(E[eeH])
=
1
K
tr
(
P˘−1VHHP˘HHV
)
(120a)
− 2
K
tr
(
VHH
)
(120b)
+
ν
K
tr
(
P˘−1VHV
)
(120c)
We consider separately the terms (120a), (120b) and (120c), indicated by T1, T2 and T3, respectively. For
the first term we have
T1 =
1
K
tr
(
P˘−1VHHP˘HHV
)
=
1
K
tr
((
J∑
l=0
ωl(HHH)l+1
)
P˘
(
J∑
l=0
ωl(HHH)l+1
)
P˘−1
)
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The large system limit of this term (i.e., for K →∞) can be obtained using [35, Th.1], repeated here for
convenience:
Theorem 3: If (X,Y) is asymptotically almost surely free from (C,D), then
φ (XCYD) = φ(X)φ(Y)φ(CD) + φ(XY)φ(C)φ(D)− φ(X)φ(Y)φ(C)φ(D)
where φ( · ) is the asymptotic normalized trace operator limK→∞ 1K tr( · ). 
Here we identify X = Y =
∑J
l=0 ωl(H
HH)l+1, C = P˘ and D = P˘−1. It follows that, in the limit of large
K,
T1 = (1− b1b2)
[
1
K
tr
(
J∑
l=0
ωl(HHH)l+1
)]2
+ b1b2
1
K
tr
( J∑
l=0
ωl(HHH)l+1
)2 (121)
where we define b1 = 1K tr(P˘
−1) and b2 = 1K tr(P˘).
Let’s introduce the following moment:
ρ˘∞` = lim
K→∞
1
K
tr
(
HHH
)`
(122)
Then, using the linearity of the trace operator it is not difficult to show the following:
T1 = (1− b1b2)ωTa˘a˘Tω + b1b2ωTB˘ω (123)
where we define the (J + 1)× 1 vector a˘ with components (for l ∈ {0, . . . , J})
a˘l = ρ˘
∞
l+1
and the (J + 1)× (J + 1) matrix B˘ with (l, l′) elements (for l, l′ ∈ {0, . . . , J})
B˘l,l′ = ρ˘
∞
l+l′+2
Next we consider the term T2, for which we can write immediately
T2 =
2
K
tr
(
VHH
)
=
2
K
tr
(
J∑
l=0
ωl(HHH)l+1
)
(124)
→ 2ωTa˘ (125)
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Finally, for the term T3 we apply again Th. 3 and obtain
T2 =
ν
K
tr
(
P˘−1VHV
)
→ ν 1
K
tr
(
P˘−1
) 1
K
tr
(
VHV
)
= νb1
J∑
l=0
J∑
l′=0
ωlωl′
1
K
tr
(
(HHH)l+l
′+1
)
= νb1ω
TC˘ω (126)
where C˘ is the (J + 1)× (J + 1) matrix with (l, l′) elements (for l, l′ ∈ {0, . . . , J})
C˘l,l′ = ρ˘
∞
l+l′+1
It follows that MSE = T1 − T2 + T3 is the quadratic form in the vector of coefficients ω
MSE = (1− b1b2)ωTa˘a˘Tω + b1b2ωTB˘ω − 2ωTa˘ + νb1ωTC˘ω
Differentating and setting the gradient to zero we find the solution
ω? =
[
(1− b1b2)a˘a˘T + b1b2B˘ + νb1C˘
]−1
a˘. (127)
Finally, we consider the relationship between the asymptotic moment (122) and the theory already developed
in Section IV. From Theorem 2 in the special case of i.i.d. matrices we have
ρ˘∞` =
1
β
E[ξ`(X)], (128)
where E[ξ`(X) is given in (37) for the case of i.i.d. matrix H¯. Since H is i.i.d., we can use the explicit
expression of the moments of the Marchenko-Pastur distribution moments in (44), thus obtaining
ρ˘∞` =
1
`
`−1∑
i=0
(
`
i
)(
`
i+ 1
)
βi (129)
As a sanity check, we notice that expression (129) coincides with the one given in [35, eq. 25]. This shows
that our normalization and mapping of notations is consistent.
As a final remark, we notice that this method applies only to the case where the channel covariance
matrices are diagonal (i.e., there is only pathloss Ak but no antenna correlation). However, in order to
make comparison with our scheme, we can apply the method in a mismatched way, i.e., the coefficients
ω are computed as given above, assuming correlation matrix AkI, while in reality the channel vectors are
correlated according to Rk. Notice that the TPE precoder (117) uses a polynomial in the channel matrix
H = HA−1/2, i.e., where the channel vectors have been re-scaled by the inverse of the pathloss amplitude
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coefficients. Hence, when we apply the method of [35] to the correlated channel case, we compute the
pathloss coefficients as Ak = 1M tr(Rk) and we use HA
−1/2 in place of H in (117). This corresponds to a
mismatched precoders that knowns only the channel pathlosses and assumes uncorrelated coefficients.
APPENDIX F
TPE COEFFICIENTS FROM DETERMINISTIC EQUIVALENTS
In [14] a TPE approach for a multi-cell multiuser downlink system is considered. The approach is quite
general since it is able to include explicitly the effect of channel estimation errors and arbitrary user channel
covariance matrices, even without the “same eigenvectors” assumption as in our method. For the sake of
a direct comparison, here we focus on the single-cell case with perfect channel state knowledge, and also
consider the case of covariances with same eigenvectors, such that the asymptotic TPE coefficients can be
computed with the large-system limit approach of the present paper and not with the overly complicated
method of deterministic equivalents used in [14]. Nevertheless, there is a fundamental difference between the
method of [14] and ours. In [14] the DL precoder TPE coefficents are optimized directly, without exploiting
UL-L duality. Hence, a single set of coefficients is optimized for all users. Necessarily, the optimization of
the users’ individual rates becomes a multi-objective optimization problem and [14] takes the approach of
optimizing this common set of TPE coefficients with respect to the max-min rate criterion. Hence, while in
our case we can choose a desired network utility function with some flexibility, using the approach of [14]
one is forced to consider the max-min rate.
The unnormalized DL channel model is given by
ydl = H˜H
K∑
k=1
vkx˜
dl
k + z
dl, (130)
where zdl is an AWGN vector with components ∼ CN (0, N0) and {vk} and unit-energy precoding vectors.
They consider constant power per downlink stream q˜k = E[|x˜dl|2] = P/K. They consider a slightly different
normalization of the channel matrix, integrating the factor 1/
√
K into the channel matrix. However, it is
convenient to maintain our normalization, such that we define again H = 1√
M
H˜, and dividing the received
signal by
√
P/β we arrive at the normalized DL model Recall the DL normalized channel model (3),
rewritten here for convenience as
ydl = HH
K∑
k=1
vkx
dl
k +
√
νzdl, (131)
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where E[|xdl|2] = 1 for all k = 1 . . . , K and, as before, we define SNR = P/N0 and ν = β/SNR. Hence,
the SINR for user k takes on the form
SINRdlk =
|hHkvk|2
ν +
∑
j 6=k |hHkvj|2
=
|hHkvk|2
ν +
∑K
j=1 |hHkvj|2 − |hHkvk|2
. (132)
The DL linear precoder is given in [14] in the form
V =
J∑
l=0
wl
(
HHH
)l
H
=
J∑
l=0
wlΓ
lH, (133)
where Γ = HHH coincides with Γ¯ defined in (16a) in the case of uniform powers, i.e., P = I.
Now, replacing V = [v1, . . . ,vK ] in (133) into the SINR expression (132), we obtain
SINRdlk =
∣∣∣∑Jl=0wlhHkΓlhk∣∣∣2
ν +
∑K
j=1
∣∣∣∑Jl=0 wlhHkΓlhj∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣∑Jl=0 wlhHkΓlhk∣∣∣2
=
∣∣wTâk∣∣2
ν + wTB̂kw − |wTâk|2
(134)
where the (J + 1) × 1 vector âk = (âk,1, . . . , âk,J)T and the (J + 1) × (J + 1) matrix B̂k = [B̂k,l,l′ ] with
elements respectively given by
âk,l = h
H
kΓ
lhk (135)
and
B̂k,l,l′ = h
H
kΓ
l+l′+1hk, (136)
coincide with the analogous coefficients ak in (16a) and Bk in (16b) for the special case of uniform powers.
Furthermore, the sum power constraint is imposed by incorporating the power allocation coefficients
directly into the transmit precoding vectors. This yields the constraint
1
K
tr
(
VVH
)
= 1. (137)
Writing
VVH =
J∑
l=0
J∑
l′=0
wlwl′Γ
lHHHΓl
′
=
J∑
l=0
J∑
l′=0
wlwl′Γ
l+l′+1 (138)
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and taking the trace, we obtain the constraint
wTĈw = 1 (139)
where the (J + 1)× (J + 1) matrix Ĉ = [Ĉl,l′ ] has elements
Ĉl,l′ =
1
K
tr
(
Γl+l
′+1
)
. (140)
Using (37), it is immediate to verify that
Ĉ∞l,l′ = lim
K→∞
Ĉl,l′
= lim
M→∞
1
β
1
M
tr
(
Γl+l
′+1
)
=
1
β
E[ξl+l′+1(X)] (141)
where E[ξ`(X)] is exactly given in (37). This is due to the fact that since Γ and Γk = HkHHk differ just by
the rank-1 term hkhHk , their asymptotic normalized trace, as well as that of all finite powers, coincide.
Also, we observe that the coefficients in (135) and in (136) are instances of the quadratic form ρk,` =
hHk Γ¯
`
hk for the special case of uniform powers P = I, the calculation of which in the asymptotic large-
system regime and general power allocation has been already treated in Section IV.
Once the asymptotic coefficients âk, B̂k and Ĉ are obtained as described above, since a single set of TPE
coefficients w must be “good” for all users k = 1, . . . , K, the authors of [14] propose to maximize the
minimum user rate.
The corresponding optimization problem in Epigraph form is
maximizew,ξ ξ (142)
subject to wTĈw = 1,
∀k = 1, . . . , K
∣∣wTâk∣∣2
ν + wTB̂kw − |wTâk|2
≥ ξ
This problem is known to be NP-hard. Then, [14] suggests the usual semi-definite relaxation that consists
of first rewriting (142) as
maximizew,ξ ξ (143)
subject to tr(wwTĈ) = 1,
∀k = 1, . . . , K â
T
kww
Tâk
ν + tr(wwTB̂k)− âTkwwTâk
≥ ξ
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and then replace the rank-1 symmetric positive semidefinite matrix wwT with the symmetric positive
demidefinite matrix W  0. The resulting semi-definite relaxation yields the problem
maximizeW,ξ ξ (144)
subject to tr(WĈ) = 1,
W  0
∀k = 1, . . . , K â
T
kWâk
ν + tr(WB̂k)− âTkWâk
≥ ξ
Finally, they notice that (144) can be solved by a line search (e.g., using the bisection method) on the
variable ξ ∈ [0, ξmax], by considering for each fixed value ξ the power minimization problem
minimize tr(WĈ) (145)
subject to W  0
∀k = 1, . . . , K 1 + ξ
ξ
âTkWâk − tr(WB̂k) ≥ ν
Let Wξ denote the solution of (145). Let λmax(Wξ) denote the maximum eigenvalue of Wξ and wξ denote
the corresponding (unit norm) eigenvector. Notice that if Wξ has rank 1, then Wξ = λmax(Wξ)wξwHξ .
Otherwise, the candidate precoding coefficient vector is given by
√
λmax(Wξ)wξ, yielding the best rank-
1 approximation of Wξ. If λmax(Wξ)wTξ Ĉwξ ≤ 1 then the upper interval in the bisection is selected.
If λmax(Wξ)wTξ Ĉwξ > 1 or the problem is infeasible, then the lower interval is selected. Notice also
that (145) is a semidefinite program, that can be solved with standard semidefinite programming tools.
As already discussed before, the bisection search can be initialized with the interval [0, ξmax] with ξmax =
SNRmaxk tr(Rk).
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